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CENTRALISED EMPLOYMENT NOTICE NO. 03/2018
Recruitment of Junior Engineer (JE), Junior Engineer (Information Technology)
and Depot Material Superintendant (DMS)
Provisional Replacement Panels Against the Candidates Who Did Not Turn Up /
Resigned / Demise Within One Year From the Date of Their Appointment
1.0

Based on the demand received from Central Railway and South East Central
Railway for providing replacement against the candidates who did not turn up
/ resigned / demise within one year from the date of appointment for the posts
of Junior Engineers against various Categories of CEN- 03/2018
(JE/DMS/CMA), result of the following candidates, are being declared
provisionally and recommended for appointment on replacement basis:-

Cat. No. 2,

Post: Junior Engineer/Civil/Design Drawing and Estimation
Roll Number
303830421301139

Railway
SECR

TOTAL - One (01)
Cat. No. 3,

Post: Junior Engineer/P Way

Roll Number

Railway

Roll Number

Railway

303812296021205

SECR

303830151071164

CR

303812302091012

CR

303830151091284

CR

303812310271002

SECR

303830151101182

SECR

303819368261064

CR

303830421291036

SECR

TOTAL - Eight (08)
Cat. No. 12,

Post: Junior Engineer/Works

Roll Number
303816287351079

Railway
SECR

TOTAL - One (01)
Grand Total – TEN (10) only
2.0

Results of the above candidates are based on eligibility, merit, medical fitness
and options submitted by them. Candidature of the above candidates are purely
provisional and liable to be cancelled, in case of any inconsistency/deficiency in
the data furnished by him / her in the online application, found in the debarred
list or any malpractice on the part of the candidate coming to the notice of RRB
at any stage of the recruitment/appointment process. It may be noted that
merely getting placed in the provisional replacement panel does not entitle
him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways.
//1//

Contd.2

3.0

Railway-wise cut off of the candidates recommended on replacement panels
against the various Categories are given as under:Category
No.

Railway

2

Cut Off (Merit Index)
UR

SC

ST

OBC

SECR

-

-

-

608.54406

3

CR

624.57950

-

539.45591 606.94962

3

SECR

627.36675

-

525.15843

-

12

SECR

624.57950

-

-

-

4.0

While every care has been taken in preparing this provisional replacement
panel, RRB Bilaspur reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or
typographical/ printing mistakes.

5.0

Important: Beware of touts who may misguide the candidates with false
promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The
recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and the selection is
based purely on the merit of candidates. Candidates are advised to regularly
visit RRB’s official website for the updates.
Sd/( A. K. Meshram )
Chairman/RRB/Bilaspur

//2//

